Keith Wilson - Shelter Now
- Community solutions- https://community.solutions/our-solutions/built-for-zero/
- Composite group of 12 between NA, local religious leaders, houseless ambassadors
- Here together Coalition
- Has relationships with councilmen Mapps and Ryan
- Focus on advocate for solutions for unsheltered individuals
- Continuum of care- housing first model
  - Focus on emergency shelter leg
  - Mission- increase and expand emergency shelters and spaces for people to rest and secure their belongings
- Focusing efforts
  - Advocacy
    - 80/20 split of funding between permanent housing and emergency shelter
  - Street stability
    - Safe rest villages/sanctioned camping
    - Example- skid row LA
- **Built for Zero**
  - Housing forum with leaders from around the country
  - Tailored approach to each person
  - **By name list** - updated list and resource needs
    - 4 county continuum - Clark, Washington, MC, Clackamas
- The disconnect
  - Portland Police - sidelined from interacting with the homeless
    - Police could be part of the outreach
    - Detail expense of arresting houseless individuals
- Up and coming events
  - PDX Shelter forum- up and coming

Discussed compensation for houseless ambassadors- anticipate $660 per ambassador
- Rate of $20/hr for consultation work- anticipate 2.5 hours per month
  - $600 per year
- Consideration for attending meeting
  - Transit pass 2.50 x 2 (x12) = 60
  - Use of SE uplift building
- Discussed attendance at SE Uplift meetings though compensation would be more complicated if individual were made member of the board.
- Stuart will work with Tina on budget item.